DOWNLOADING BLUEPRINTS

DOWNLOADING BLUEPRINTS USING INTERNET EXPLORER

1. Click on Blueprints > Get Blueprints in the drop-down menu.

2. Click on the Blueprint Collection of your choice to open the post. If you are not a member of pixels2Pages, we offer a sample collection of Blueprints for your personal use. Click the title of the post, the image, or click Read Full Article to open the post.

3. Each Blueprint post contains download buttons to download the whole collection, one button each for 12x12 Blueprints and 11x8.5 Blueprints. Click to download the Blueprints.

4. You will be asked what you want to do with the file. It is important that you do not try to open the file, but choose Save.

5. When the file has finished downloading, you will notice a link in the bottom of the browser window to the downloaded file. (If not, open your Downloads folder to see the file).

6. Click open to open the folder.

7. When the folder opens, you will see the Blueprint files, but you won’t be able to see the Blueprint images themselves because the file is compressed (“zipped”). They must be moved out of the zipped folder.

See the tutorial on unzipping under Get Started on pixels2Pages.net